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In 1929 Williams and Ter roux , by counting the-small drops 

of vapor along measured 0-particle tracks in cloud chamber photo¬ 

graphs, determined the number (I*) of primary ions (of the materials 

in the cloud chamber) formed per cm. path by 0-particles of dif¬ 

ferent velocities (v). The velocities were obtained from the track 

curvatures caused by a suitable magnetic field and were used as 

the ratio’ p*v/c of v to the velocity (c) of light. Correction 

of I* for the undessired elements in the chamber gave the number 

(I) of primaiy ions of the gas in the chamber formed per cm. path 

by the 0-particles. Experiments were done with H2 and 02 as the 

gases in the chamber and the data in Table I were obtained. Since 

TABLE I. Observed values of I. 

p I for H2 I for 02 
(ions/cm.) (ions/cm. ) 

0.434 18.3 
0.338 12.6 43.0 
0.660 8.9 34.0 
0.733 7.6 28.4 
0.843 7.1 27.0 
0.880 6.4 
0.920 6.1 23.2 
0.330 
0.972 

3.1 
22.2 

the classical theory of the ionization of gases by 0-particles 
2 

requires I «<1 /p , ( 1 ) 

Williams and Terroux obtained from the data of Table I the equations 

I = I1= 3.2/p1*-5 for H2 (2) 

and I-I2= 22/01*1 for 02 (3) 

^Williams and Terroux, Proc. Roy. Soc.. A126, 289, (1930). 
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(4) 

by fitting to the data a function of the form 

where B and C are the constants fixed by the data and "by the pro¬ 

cess of curve-fitting. The method of curve-fitting was apparently 

to fit to the numbers log I as a function of logp the linear 

function log I=logB-C log|3, 

where log B and C are of course the adjustable constants. 

If, however, I is taken to be of the form 

I=A+B/J8C, (5) 

where A,B, and C are the adjustable constants, the data can be 

represented with noticeably more precision, A least squares 
p 

method may be used to fit equation (J?) to the given data . 

Having found by any method whatever values AQ,B0, and CQ of 

A,B, and C respectively which may serve as preliminaiy approxi¬ 

mations in egn. (5)» we write 

C0 
IQ
-
 ®O^P 

as the first approximation to £«Ln. (5)* Then, since 

I*I0+ Uim)0A0A-*-(*I/<iB)0A0BvUl/èC)0A0C, 

where AQA, A0B, and A0C are appropriate corrections to AQ,B0, and 

CQ, we have 

I-i.tA.A+ 2*|£®-A.C. (6j 

This equation, unlike eq.n, (5)» is linear in its undetermined con¬ 

stants, so we can fit it directly to the data by the conventional 

least squares method in order to determine A0A, A0B, and A0C; the 

values A= A* ■= A0+A0A, 

B=B' = B0+A0B, 

c = cf = C0+A0c 

2 
Solcolnikoff, I,S, and E.S., Higher mathematics for Engineers and 
Physicists. lîcGraw-Hlll (1?34), pp. 407-414. 
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are a second approximation to the "best values of A,B, and C. A 

second, subsequent least squares approximation using eqn. (6) with 

BQ ,CQ,IQ ,40A, A0B, and A0C replaced by B
f ,C* ,1*, A*A, AfB, and ATC 

yields sufficiently good values of A,B, and C for use in eqn. (5). 

Consider, e.g., the fitting of eqn. (5) to the data for H2; 

A0,Bq, and CQ were tafcen to be 5*1» and 3 respectively, so that 

I0 = 5-.1/fi3; 

eqn. (6) for this case is 

X=I. ■+ A.A+ - ~£A.C. 

The residuals, squared and added, for each observation form 

5=Î;l*oA + ^f " ^ 
for there are in Table I eight observations, each consisting of a 

set of numbers <*i* I^ ), i » 1 thru 8 ; the three normal equations 

are &S/*(AOA) = 0, 

**S/a(a0B) =0, 

as/a(AnC) =0, 

which turn out to be 

AOA * 3.331 2A0B + 1 .9060AoC = 0.431 3, 

AQA+ 6.3396AOB+-4.313CAoC = 1.2703, 

AOA+8.1053V
B
+3.8923*oC -1.7993. 

Since the determinant of the coefficients in this linear system is 

0.103*0, 

the system has an unique solution, which is 

AoA=-0.9, AoB = 0.3, ^QC = -0.2 

to the first figure of significance in each. Thus 

1 = 4.1 -t- 1.5/fi2*8 

is the second approximation to the desired function. 

In Table II are given all the approximations carried out for 
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A,B, and C for both H2 and O2Î each magnitude is given to the 

first figure of significance in it. In Table III are tabulated 

TABLE II. Corrections to A,B, and C. 

Line Gas Quantities Hagnitudes Obtained by 

1 H2 ■^•0*®0*®0 3,1,3 Guess-worlc 

2 h2 -0.9,0.3,-0.2 Least squares 

3 H2 A1 j\ 0.1 Inspection 

4 A"A,An
B,A”C -.06,-.04,.07 Least squares 
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\ Guess-work: 

6 °2 1.0,-0.3,-.06 Least squares 

7 o2 A”A, AnB, A”C 0.08,-.03,.01 Least squares 

TABLE III. Accepted A,B, and C. 

Gas Constants Values Sources 
(lines in 
Table II) 

g2 

°2 

A 
B,C 

A.B.C 

4 14 
1.4L2.87 

14.08,8.63,1.93 

1,2,3,4 
1,2,4 
3,6,7 

the finally accepted values of A,B, and C to be used with eqn. (3). 

The equations derived to represent the data of Table I are thus 

I =13 = 4.14 + 1.46/p2*87 for H2 (7) 

I»X4 = 14.08^ 8.65/p1’95 for 02. (8) 

In Table jy are the sums of the squares of the residuals calculated 

by each of eqns. (2),(3).(7), and (8); in each case it is evident 

that the sumjof the squares of the residuals is much less when 

eqn. (3) [as eqns. (7) and (C)J is used than when eqn. (4) ^as 

eqns. (2) and (3)] is used. This standard criterion of comparative 

excellence in curve-fitting evidently indicates that eqns. 
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TA3LE IT. Comparison of egns. (2),(3),(7), and V'\-: .. 
« » • ' • • • 

by eqn. (2) by eqn. (7) by eqn. (3) ty ejn. (0). 

3.38 0.93 C.03 4.77 

(7) and (8) are better representations of the observations than 

are eqns. (2) and (3). Pig. 1 shows the eq.ns. (2), (3), (7), and 

(8) graphically. 

PIG. 1. Ij and I4 are better than I-j and I2 



If A,B, and C are all represented as linear fonctions of 

the atomic number (Z) of the gas yielding the ions, according to 

A=. mZ-rn, 

B * oZ+p, 

C =■ qZ+r, 

m,n,o,p,q.,r be¬ 
ing appropriate 
constants, 

it is found directly from eqns. (7) and (8) that 

I = (1.42Z-*-3.72) + (1.032+ 0.43)/^“°*132+ 3,0°, (7) 

wherein Z =1 or 8, adequately represents the data. It is probably 

only coincidental that each of the constants m,n,o,p,q,r is nearly 

a multiple of 3c=0.1429 

as seen in Table 7. 

TABLE 7. Constants as nlc. 

Constant nlc 

m = 1.42 

n =-2.72 
o = 1.03 
p= 0.43 
q = -.13 
r =• 3.00 

103c = 1.43 
133c® 2.71 
73c = 1.00 

33C = 0.43 
-3c =-.14 

213c = 3.00 

In conclusion it may be remarked that aside from the deriva¬ 

tions of eqns. (7) and (8) as much improved representations 

[based on a function of the type of eqn. (5)] of the data of 

Williams and Terroum, aside from the composite eqn, (3D which is 

valid for only H2 and 02 (Z =1,8), and aside from the very 

conceivably accidental fact that the constants of eqn. (9) are 

nearly multiples of 3c = 0.1427, there are only three conclusions 

to be drawn. In the first place, 

lim 13 = 3.6, and lim IA = 22.7, p~1 /*-1 4 

which are respectively 0.4 and 0.7 higher than the values suggested 
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by Williams and Terronx. And in the second place, for 02 

involves to almost the classically theoretical power [see eqn. 

(1)], in fact I4= fa.(1/p1,95); 

for H2 the power of ^ is not so nearly classical, it being true 

instead that =fn.(1/p2*^ ), 

Finally, as stated "by V/illiams and Terronx, the classical theory 

does not yield Traînes of I in accordance with eqns. (2) and (3)» 

so it is not in accord with the present eqns, (7) and (8), which 

are even better representations of the observed data than are 

eqns. (2) and (3). 


